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Shown alone, in costumes, and in a variety of winsome poses, sixteen adorable tabbies are ready
to steal your heart away. Illustrations from vintage sources depict these furry felines modeling fancy
head wear, engaged in a bit of mischief, and simply posing prettily.
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these sixteen old time cats and kittens stickers are wonderful. the glitter on them is a dimensional,
granular clear or crystal colored glitter, and there is protective vellum between the sheets to ensure
ultimate glitteriness.the cats are engaged in various activities; from wearing sleeping caps to
bonnets to bow ties to chasing things in the fur, these cats are having a great time.please see the
images i attached to the product page to see the style and detail of the individual stickers.

I really like putting stickers on cards and letters to my friends. I also like cats. These stickers are
very-very cute. It's a book of a few dozens of stickers. They make your letter brighter and happier.

Be aware that there are just 16 stickers total. Each is different, old fashioned, cute and the glitter is
very random.

These little stickers offer a nice variety in a cute little book. The little "book" is small, but it feels so
much "richer" than the sticker sheets. They are great to keep in the stationary drawer for adding a
little something extra to cards and letters. Granddaughter loves using them with her crafts. I will be
back for more I'm sure. i also have the Valentine ones, the horses and I think the Easter ones?

I always have a few students that are just crazy about cats. These stickers not only have cats but
they also have glitter. I predict they will go fast! You don't get many stickers in this tiny booklet, but
they are nice. ETA I was right. Cats and glitter was an irresistible combo. They were all gone in just
a few days. I should have bought two or three sets!

Cute, vintage cat stickers. Glitter is distributed in a dot pattern across sticker instead of consistently
over the entire sticker which I thought odd, but it didn't take away from my enjoyment of them.

I really got this product as an inexpensive add-on to my order so I could get free shipping, but I have
found them to be so adorable! I love adding them to the backs of birthday card envelopes, or even
as a way to decorate a notebook or a cell phone case. Definitely a must-have for any cat lovers out
there!

I love the old time stickers, and these were really well done, so cute and fun to use on all my
projects. If you have cat lover kids in the house you should get one of these books for each of them,
I didn't have enough to go around:)
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